VP OF TECHNOLOGY

Posting ID: EM18308205

Company: Comped Marketing

Position Type: Task Oriented - Set deadlines, the student is free to work on this when they please as long as the deadline is met.

College Major(s): Electrical/Computer Engineering (EE/CpE), Computer Science (CS)

Company Website: https://www.compedmarketing.com

Work Location: Las Vegas, NV Office/At Home

Salary: Equity Share in Company

College Level(s): Undergraduate-Senior, Graduate Student, PhD. Student

OVERVIEW

We are seeking a full stack developer that has vast knowledge of multiple programming languages that utilize both Android and Cloud Based solutions. Our platform uses a variety of languages and APIs so, developer must be familiar with all languages.

Who we are:
Comped Marketing places interactive TV advertisements within ride-share vehicles. We are currently a diverse team of 4. We come from complementary backgrounds and are seeking someone with a diverse skill set to join our team. Our founder has roots in UNLV and started this business as a student himself. Today, Comped Marketing has many achievements including becoming IBM Global Entrepreneur Program company, strategic alliance with ATT, Square Wallet and the Internet Marketing Association.

Opportunity:
We are looking for someone to eventually fulfill the role of CTO position. We are one of Nevada's most talked about startups and are starting to become the driving force in the advertising industry. The opportunity is to have an equity share in what is becoming a driving force in the industry.

Compensation:
Compensation for this will be equity based with salary once certain milestones are achieved.
Roles and Responsibilities

Roles:
- Going to local conference to seek new innovations to integrate into the platform.
- Technical Support for system.
- Leading development of overseas developers. Audit code and make sure that project in implemented in a correct and timely matter.
- Meet with team to discuss and implement new ideas.
- Implement Real-Time-Buying into platform and Monitor Progress

Responsibilities:
- Develop on a timely matter the necessary integrations
- Find and patch bugs accordingly
- Maintain servers and protect against security threats
- Integration of financial institutes into platform such as develop on Square SDK.
- Integrate multiple API's

Education and Qualifications
We are seeking proactive individuals who like to create. We ask that you have participated in a hackathon and have developed some projects already. Full knowledge of JSON, Java, APIs, HTML 5, Python, IBM Watson, Cloud, Firebase, Ad Mobs.

Preferred Skills
Full Stack Developer with experience with facial recognition and artificial intelligence and payment systems.

How to Apply
Submit Github and resume to:
https://www.compedmarketing.com/careers